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Abstract 

This working paper explores the use of Geographic Weighted Regression 

(GWR) for out of sample prediction. It reports some of the key findings of 

a project funded through the AQMeN collaborative small grants scheme 

which saught to use GWR to predict house prices across one or more cities 

on a quarterly basis over a six year period using available data on an 

annual basis to predict data for houses for which there was data on the 

house attributes but not their value. It is hoped that this can ultimately be 

used to produce a substitutability lattice for dwellings in a given city area 

that can be used to improve CPEP (Cross Price Elasticity of Price) 

estimation as set out by Pryce (2013). The findings are the product of a 

scoping project seeking to show proof of concept. We sought to produce, 

for a given city, the annual house price appreciation for individual 

dwellings. Our key finding is that GWR can bring substantial 

improvements to standard hedonic automatic valuation models. Varying 

coefficients may be indicative of interesting local neighbourhood 

characteristics and also allow for a more nuanced estimation of locally 

varying house prices. GWR is potentially useful for other exploratory 

analysis, for example exploring neighbourhood crime rates and levels of 

local segregation. Using GWR for prediction is possible, but challenging; 

there are particular technical issues that will require further research to 

resolve if it is to be successfully used with large datasets. GWR thus has 

strong potential for use in CPEP estimation, but further research will be 

needed for it to be used as a practical tool. 
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1. Background to Analysis 

1.1 Considering substitutability of dwellings using a CPEP approach 

What causes two dwellings to be close substitutes? Similarity of attributes, 

construction type, style and quality of finish are all obvious drivers. It has become 

common to define submarkets accordingly – either as collections of dwellings with 

similar attributes or with similar attribute prices.  Such definitions are problematic, 

however, because very different dwellings, located in different locations, can be 

substitutes. A particularly important paradox emerges when unequal access to 

particular amenities leads to two dwellings having different attribute prices, even 

though they are considered by the market to be close substitutes. The amenity 

interaction paradox (AIP) arises because very different combinations of attributes 

and amenities can provide similar levels of utility. A family with young children may 

be indifferent between a large suburban house with a garden, and a small central flat 

located near a public park with recreational facilities. Someone with a passion for the 

great outdoors may choose to live on the edge of the city, or they may equally locate 

near a transport hub allowing them to escape to rural destinations. Such interactions 

make it impossible to know whether observed differences in marginal prices are due 

to submarket effects or omitted interaction effects. 

 

The determination of substitutability is complicated further by the effect of social and 

ethnic mix. Even weak preference for neighbourhood homogeneity (such as aversion 

to being in the minority) can unleash powerful forces of segmentation (Schelling 

1971).  The housing market is not detached from this process. Whether two 

dwellings are considered close substitutes will inevitably be influenced by the social 

composition of their respective neighbourhoods and by the preference maps of 

market participants. How these different forces interact to determine substitutability 

is complex, subject to the whim, perception and prejudice of consumers and the 

myriad ways their heterogeneous needs and preferences can be met by an equally 

multi-dimensional set of property types, location and social mix. 

 

With these issues and processes in mind, the concept of submarkets emerged in the 

largely qualitative writings of Rapkin et al (1953) and Grigsby (1963), and given a 

quantitative interpretation by Rothenberg et al (1991). A substitutability approach to 

submarkets says that properties are in the same submarket if they are considered by 

the market to be close substitutes. Note the emphasis. This is not the same as saying 

two dwellings are in the same submarket if they have similar physical attributes or 

similar access to quality schooling. Such features may or may not play a significant 

role in how the market groups dwellings. There are as many combinations of 

dwelling type and location as there are dwellings; and the interactions of different 

combinations may be at least as important as the location and structural features 

themselves in how the market views them. 

 

An essential feature, therefore, of any method of identifying submarkets is that it 

does not make assumptions about how the market decides on substitutability. We 

should seek a method that does not impose submarket structures (by clustering 

dwellings by location or physical form, for example), but rather reveals them. Such a 

method could unearth findings of great interest. For example, it would be intriguing 

to see the extent to which distant dwellings are considered close substitutes, and to 
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observe the geographical shape and pattern of submarkets. Shape is important as it 

raises some deep theoretical questions. If, for example, submarkets have long, 

serpentine, boundaries, does this imply an abundance of households content to live at 

the frontier between contrasting communities? Conversely, if submarkets are 

compact and spherical, would this imply that such households are scarce? (i.e. most 

of us prefer homogeneity and so market sorting minimises boundary length). 

Submarket shape potentially also reveals the role of localised effects (amenities, 

social mix) relative to wider urban economic effects (access/space trade-offs). The 

latter might lead us to expect substitutes to form a pattern of concentric rings 

emanating from the central business district (CBD). In contrast, the former effect 

might lead us to expect an irregular patchwork of residential submarkets. Then there 

are related questions such as the extent to which submarkets are interconnected, 

gradually merging into each other across space, and the extent to which they bounded 

by discrete frontiers. Are submarket boundaries, in fact, an arbitrary concept? Should 

we rather think in terms of a continuous surface connecting all dwellings in a 

“substitutability lattice” where peaks represent close substitutes? In this view, 

“submarkets” are an artificial (though useful) way of summarising the complex 

landscape of substitution. 

 

Crucially, such questions demand a method of measuring substitutability, the absence 

of which perhaps explains why the literature has drifted from the original themes of 

Rapkin and Grigsby towards viewing submarkets as a means of improving hedonic 

prediction performance (Bourassa et al 2003). Most recent studies rely on 

homogenous attribute price vectors (HAPV), rather than substitutability, as the 

means of identifying submarket boundaries (see the review by Watkins 2001), or as 

the assumption underpinning a hedonic index of housing quality (Rothenberg et a 

1991). 

 

Pryce (2013) steps back from this empirical consensus and asks what qualities would 

we like our submarket method to include, and whether existing approaches meet 

these criteria. His discussion is woven around a series of propositions regarding the 

nature of submarkets, each supported in the subsequent paragraphs by intuitive 

argument (rather than formal proof). After finding the HAPV method wanting, a new 

approach is presented, grounded directly in the notion of substitutability. Rather than 

testing for (or relying on) HAPVs, dwellings are grouped on the basis of 

substitutability, measured using the Cross Price Elasticity of Price (CPEP) which is 

shown by Pryce (2013) to have a one-to-one mapping with the Cross Price Elasticity 

of Demand (CPED). 

 

A more general methodological concern is with respect to the role of distance and the 

spatiality of submarkets. A crucial factor that has tended to be overlooked in the 

usual debate surrounding spatial vs. non-spatial approaches
1
 to submarket delineation 

is the qualifying effect on the role of distance of submarket shape. The effect of 

                                                           
1
 Some studies group by area, such as Straszheim (1975), Ball and Kirwan (1977), Palm (1978), 

Sonstelie and Portney (1980), Gabriel (1984)), while others cluster dwellings by attributes or some 

other non-spatial criterion (Dale-Johnson (1982), Bajic (1985), Rothenberg et al (1991); see review by 

Watkins 2001). Most recent studies, however, acknowledge that there are both spatial and non-spatial 

drivers of submarkets and so some form of joint estimation is used (Bourassaet al (1997), 1999, 2003, 

2007; Leishman 2009). 
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distance in determining substitutability will be complicated considerably if 

submarkets are elongated, or have holes (as in concentric circles). In such situations, 

dwellings can be far apart but still be in the same submarket. This has profound 

implications for the use of distance to approximate submarket effects, or to capture 

the effect of proximity in spatial econometric models. If we use distance to define the 

spatial weights matrix when submarkets are non-convex then the errors observed will 

reflect a mixture of errors from attribute and amenity mis-measurement (which will 

be clustered across space – see above), and errors that arise from the failure to 

account for non-convex patterns of substitutability (which are also likely be 

distributed non-randomly and nonlinearly in Cartesian space).
2
 We therefore seek a 

methodology that will do justice to the complexity of submarket spatiality – reveal 

the shape of submarkets rather than imposing or ignoring it. Ideally, we would like to 

develop a spatial weights matrix based on substitutability distance rather than 

Euclidean, Manhattan Block, or Minskowski distance (see Anselin 1988, p. 17). 

 

Why might submarkets be convex or non-convex? Exploration of the theoretical 

processes that fashion the geographical footprint of housing market areas has 

received little attention. This contrasts with the literature on theory of the firm, where 

the costs of transporting goods to and from the point of production to the point of 

consumption leads one to expect that “there would be forces at work to minimize 

total transportation costs” (Puu 2003, p.104). In turn, this creates a tendency to 

converge to some optimal market shape. Lösch (1940), for example, argued that the 

optimal shape of a market area for a single isolated firm would be circular. When 

there are many firms, the optimal shape of an individual market area is determined 

by a complex set subdivisions, of which the hexagon is the most compact optimal 

shape under a variety of conditions.
3
   

 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to posit a general theory of optimal submarket 

shape but we can identify good reasons, along the lines of Schelling’s (1971) seminal 

chequerboard model (see review by Meen and Meen, 2003), that might lead us to 

believe that the sorting of households across space will have a systematic component. 

Preference for racial or social homogeneity, for example, might lead us to expect 

compact, convex shapes, but there may be other factors (the cumulative history of 

residential planning decisions, access to employment, schooling, local amenities, 

radial and orbital transport links) that frustrate such processes. Therefore, the degree 

of compactness and convexity of a city’s submarkets may tell us something of the 

potency of social sorting mechanisms relative to other forces that might mould more 

idiosyncratic spatial forms. Note also the implications of heterogeneous preferences. 

If there is a significant minority who are indifferent to, or actually prefer, racial and 

social mix, then there could be a large number of households that are happy to live 

along submarket boundaries, diluting the tendency for market forces to minimise the 

boundary length. Concentric rings of the access-space model are also highly non-

convex. In contrast, large cities may be “as much characterised by residential sectors 

as they were by residential rings” (Maclennan 1982, p.23). This is because “In the 

                                                           
2
 A theoretical justification for including lagged dependent variables in hedonic models is to capture 

the displaced demand, but displaced demand is much more likely to impact on dwellings in the same 

submarket. Buyers will switch to alternative dwellings that are close in substitutability space; not 

necessarily close in Euclidean space 
3
 Christaller (1933) found some empirical support for the hexagonal market area in his study of firms 

in Southern Germany 
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early phase of urban development, the most affluent and influential social and 

economic group were not sufficiently numerous to occupy a complete residential ring 

of the city. Instead, they tended to gather within a well-defined area or sector on one 

side of the city centre.” (ibid). As the city develops, one might expect the city to be 

made up by a patchwork of residential enclaves, each with its own core and 

periphery. So, submarkets of the type described by Maclennan may be equally non-

convex in Cartesian space, but made up of many sets of concentric circles centred on 

multiple cores, rather than a single sequence centred on the CBD.
4
 

 

Other things being equal, Schelling-type processes would lead one to expect 

submarkets to be made up of contiguous dwellings. Granularity may occur, however, 

when such spatial processes are weak, leading to dwellings from one submarket 

being scattered in Cartesian space among dwellings from another. Two issues arise at 

this point. First, the need to derive a method of submarket boundary identification 

that does not preclude granularity. Even if submarkets are spatial there is no reason to 

assume that all elements will be contiguous. Second, the extent to which submarkets 

are uniform or granular is itself of interest because it may reveal important spatial 

aspects of self-ordering processes and how these vary within and between cities. 

 

   

Figure 1 Submarkets as Convex and Non-Convex Sets in Cartesian Space 

 

Last, but not least, we seek a submarket classification method that is useful for policy 

analysis. One of the most important implications of housing submarkets for planners 

and policy makers may be that they imply asymmetric price adjustment to shocks 

and interventions. If estimating the submarket structure of a city will help predict the 

different price effects of new construction (Pryce 2005; Bramley and Leishman 

2005), tax changes (Berry et al 2003), urban regeneration initiatives (Bates 2006)), or 

exogenous shocks such as natural hazards (Pryce and Chen 2009), then the 

usefulness of submarkets is immediately apparent. While the HAPV approach has 

been shown to improve out of sample prediction accuracy in a static context 

(Bourassa et al 2003), given the problems noted above, it may do a poor job of 

identifying the underlying spatial structure of dwelling substitutability in a city and 

hence be suboptimal way of predicting spatial asymmetries in adjustment. 

 

Note that the foregoing discussion is not intended as a general critique of hedonic 

estimation – only that we should be sceptical about using HAPV as a way of 

                                                           
4
 Many of these possibilities are at odds with the convexity restriction imposed in Clapp and Wang 

(2007). 
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understanding or deriving submarkets. Hedonic methods have many other 

applications, not least as a means of controlling for the mix of properties coming 

onto the market when computing measures of house price change. Indeed, use is 

made of this very feature in the empirical illustration below. 

 

1.2 Where does GWR come in? 

 

Pryce (2013) application of CPEP is only illustrative, noting that that, “continued 

advances in regression estimation methods mean that there will be many 

opportunities to improve the type-1 hedonics used here to estimate the CPEP lattices. 

All hedonic estimation methods are subject to error, particularly with respect to how 

one captures unobserved heterogeneities between dwellings. Nevertheless, these 

errors could, in principle, be reduced by employing highly flexible methods, such as 

geographically weighted regression, to give more locally nuanced estimates of home 

values in each period.” 

 

In order to investigate some of the interesting issues raised above about submarket 

shape, we need first to be sure we have the best possible way of identifying 

submarket boundaries. The current paper, therefore, seeks to explore this application 

of GWR proposed by Pryce (2013) and to establish whether it is likely to be a fruitful 

avenue for future research on housing submarkets as a means of improving the 

reliability of CPEP estimation. 

 

1.3  Geographic Weighted Regression (GWR) – a short review 

Geographic Weighted Regression (GWR)  is a method of exploring locally varying 

relationships. The essence of GWR is that rather than conducting a single global 

regression, a series of local regressions are conducted across a given study area 

(Fortheringham et al, 2002; Lloyd, 2010). Whereas a typical global regression is 

often written as: 

yi = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ..... βnxn+  ε        (1) 

a locally varying regression can be written as  

yi = β0(i) + β1(i)x1i + β2(i)x2i + ..... βn(i)xni +  εi                                                 (2) 

where for every point i in a given dataset you conduct a local regression. What 

counts as local is decided by employing a moving window across the available data 

points in a data set. Each data point is treated as a regression point in turn, and all 

local data points that fall within the moving window are used for the local regression. 

Figure 2 provides a visual illustration. 
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Figure 2 – Example of moving window regression as used in GWR 

 

In matrix notation a GWR regression is written as:- 

                                                                                  
(3) 

“Where  is a logical multiplication operator and β is multiplied by the 

corresponding element of X . If there are n data points and k explanatory variables β 

and X will have dimensions n x (k+1) and 1 is (k+1) x 1 vector of 1s”. 

(Fotheringham et al, 2002, 53) The matrix β consists of n sets of local parameters . 

The parameters in each row of the matrix are estimated by the following equation:- 

 ̂( )  (   ( ) )                                                                                

Where W(i) is a matrix of weights specific to location (i) so observations nearer are 

given greater weight than those further away – see further Fotheringham et al, 2002, 

p52-54. 

The size of the window or bandwidth is set with reference to the weight matrix as 

either a based on fixed distance, in which case number of the data points included in 

each the regression may vary but the size of the moving window is fixed, or adaptive 

based on the number of nearest neighbours, in which case the number of data points 

is the same in each local regression but the size of the moving window will vary. 

This illustrated in Figure 3A and 3B below. 

Data points

Regression points

Data points

Regression points

x  

x  
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(After  Figure 2.13 – Fotheringham et al (2002) p. 47) 

Figure 3A Spatially adaptive weighting scheme e.g. nearest neighbours 

 

 

 

(After  Figure 2.11 – Fotheringham et al (2002) p. 45) 

Figure 3B – Fixed weighting scheme e.g. fixed distance  

 

  

Data points

Regression points

Data points

Regression points
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It is potentially possible using the adaptive approach that all data points in a sample 

might be used in each regression, it is just they will be given different weights 

depending on how close they are to each regression point. In essence GWR can be 

described as follows: 

“1. Go to location (zone or point). 

  2. Conduct regression using all data (or some subset) but give greater weight 

(influence) to locations that are close to the location of interest – a geographic 

weighting scheme is used. 

  3. Move to the next location and go back to stage 2 until all locations are visited” 

 (Lloyd, 2010,115) 

In this paper a bi-square spatially adaptive weight has been used here the weight at a 

given location is Wij = [1-(dij
2
/b

2
)
2
] if j is one of the Nth nearest neighbours of i 

otherwise Wij=0, where b is the distance to the Nth nearest neighbour (see 

Fotheringham et al, 2002, 58). GWR software packages will seek to calculate the 

optimal number of nearest neighbours N. They do this by running the regression at 

different bandwidths with different numbers of nearest neighbours, if using an 

adaptive weight (or a different distances if a fixed weight is used), until the 

regression with the best fit is found. Either cross validation CV or Aike Information 

Criterion AICc is used to assess best fit. A lower CV or AICc indicates a better 

model fit. The equation for AICc is defined in Fotheringham et al, 2002 at p61  

The GWR packages GWR4.0 and GWmodel available for R, discussed further 

below, will calculate optimal bandwidth for you based on AICc or CV values. Spatial 

autocorrelation in residuals can be a particular problem in regressions using spatial 

data where observations are proximate to each other; this violates the  regression 

assumption of independence in the error term potentially leading to inflated R
2
 

values (Cliff and Ord, 1973). However, Fotheringham et al (2002), especially chapter 

5, have found that GWR ‘local regressions’ can reduce spatial autocorrelation in 

residuals compared to using a global estimator. 

Since GWR estimates a local regression equation for each regression point, these 

regression points do not have to be included in actual data being used to estimate the 

regression. The regression points need to proximate to the data points in the dataset, 

and in order to predict values for them, attribute data which matches that of the data 

points in the dataset is needed. It is therefore potentially possible to use GWR for out 

of sample prediction. This facility with GWR is particularly useful as it allows the 

potential for estimating a house price surface for a given year, even if you only have 

partial data on property valuations for that year. This has particular applications if 

you wish to group dwellings on the basis of substitutability, measured using the 

Cross Price Elasticity of Price (CPEP) approach discussed above.  

 

2. Exploring Data with GWR 

Geographic Weighted regression has been commonly used as an exploratory tool, the 

first part of this research project explored the Nationwide House Price data for the 

three cities with a focus on London and Belfast. The intention here was to produce 

exploratory analysis of house price data similar to that produced by Fotheringham et 

al (2002) and demonstrate the improved performance of GWR of classic hedonic 

house price modelling using the Nationwide dataset being used for this analysis. This 
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section discusses how data was sourced and linked together, the modelling approach 

taken, and finishes with a discussion of some illustrative results. 

2.1 Data Preparation and Linkage 

The data used for house price information was from the Nationwide house price 

database. The Nationwide data provides property prices and a number of useful 

property attributes along with a postcode. However, since Geographic Weighted 

regression requires that each data observation have a spatial identifier, an X and Y 

co-ordinate. It was therefore necessary to provide a geographic spatial identifier for 

each postcode in the Nationwide dataset. This was done by, where possible, 

matching and linking each postcode in the Nationwide dataset to the Office for 

National Statistics Postcode Directory. 

The Office for National Statistics Postcode Directory (ONSPD) provides data on 

postcodes along with associated Ordnance Survey easting and northing grid 

references, and the code of multiple areal units that the postcode falls within. The 

codes for areal units used are standard and used widely for a variety of census and 

socio-economic data released at various neighbourhood levels as national and local 

statistics through the Office for National Statistics,(ONS) Scottish Neighbourhood 

Statistics and the Northern Ireland Statistical and Research Agency (NISRA). The 

ONSPD is crown copyright but now made freely available for research and 

educational use as well as some commercial use. Academics can download the data 

from the geographic data information portal Edina.ac.uk and the data can also be 

downloaded directly from ONS (see further http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-

method/geography/products/postcode-directories/-nspp-/index.html accessed 28 

February 2013)  

Since it was proposed that data would be required for several cities in UK the 

decision made to place both the Nationwide and ONSPD data in databases and link 

data together for all UK so that each postcode in the Nationwide dataset was linked 

to a corresponding record in the ONSPD, this provided an Ordnance Survey British 

National Grid grid reference (a six figure Easting and Northing) for each data 

observation in the Nationwide dataset as well as information on which of a number 

of different statistical and administrative geographies that each data observation fell 

within. 

It was decided to look at data for 3 main cities, London, Glasgow and Belfast. 

London was chosen because it the city for which there were the largest number 

observations in the dataset, Glasgow was chosen because of possibilities of linking 

data to crime data held by the University of Glasgow for the Glasgow area. Both 

Glasgow and Belfast were chosen because of work currently being done looking at 

segregation in Urban areas as part of the AQMeN URSIP research strand. Data for 

the London area were selected by selecting data observations where the postcode was 

in the Government Region London. Data for Glasgow was selected by selecting data 

where the postcode was located in the City of Glasgow local authority. Data for 

Belfast was selected by selecting data that fell within the Housing Market Area for 

Belfast, as defined by a list of Census Caswards defined as being part of the Belfast 

HMA This area was specifically chosen so that analysis could relate to current 

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/postcode-directories/-nspp-/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/postcode-directories/-nspp-/index.html
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housing market analysis being undertaken by the Northern Ireland Housing 

Executive who have collaborated on this project
5
. 

As the ONSPD database is in excess of 2gb making it too large to use with Microsoft 

Access so the decision was made to switch to SQL Server Express 2012
6
.  SQL 

Server Express has a number of advantages over Microsoft Access including:- 

 that the package is free (there are some limitations in its use across multiple 

users on multiple machines compared to the full version) 

 the package offers considerable additional features over above Microsoft 

Access including:- 

o the option to create ‘Views’ which are a type of saved query which 

can be treated as if data had been put into a table. These function 

similarly to stored queries in Microsoft Access – put unlike queries in 

Access, Views are treated by packages connected to the database 

through an ODBC as if they were tables of data. This means there is 

no need to replicate subsets of data for external packages to connect 

to which Access sometimes requires as not all packages will connect 

to Access queries. In general this means the overall size of the 

database may be smaller and data is not duplicated reducing the 

possibility of errors if data is updated in a main table but not a subset 

table. 

o easy linkage between multiple databases using SQL only (not 

available in Access) 

o In general Access uses a cut down version of SQL unique to Access, 

which limits the away data can be interrogated and manipulated, the 

version of SQL used in SQL Server is much more comprehensive 

 there is a large amount of support through question and answer forums with 

many examples of SQL to perform various data manipulation and 

interrogation procedures. 

Disadvantages of using SQL Server Express include:- 

 some knowledge of SQL (Structured Query Language) is required as all 

queries must be written in this language as, unlike Microsoft Access, there is 

no graphical user interface (GUI) that can be used to pre-script queries for 

you. 

 installation requires some understanding of a commonly used initial setup 

configuration, although in general default settings can be used. 

 

2.2 Modelling Methods 

Dummy variables were constructed from original coded variables in the Nationwide 

dataset using SQL. A View in SQL server was created for each dummy variable, and 

                                                           
5
 We are grateful to Joe Frey at the Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE) for supplying this 

information and additional information on Northern Ireland peacelines or peace walls. 
6
 Informal training was provided by the lead researcher’s husband (Andy Wilson) on how to install 

SQL Server and the basics of setting up tables and views. 
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then a further view containing all variables that might required for the regression 

(including for categories both the dummy variable and reference category, in case a 

decision was made to change the reference category). An example of SQL code to 

create the NewPropertyYes dummy variable is shown in Appendix 1 – SQL code 

examples.  

Frequency counts for each dummy variable were explored for the 3 candidate cities 

to ensure there were sufficient observations in each category, some categories were 

combined to provide sufficient observations. The variable datebuilt was split into a 

series of categories as examination showed that the variable was not truly 

continuous, with a large number of observations appearing to be coded to the nearest 

year in a 5 or 10 year period to the likely actual year in which the property was built 

(See Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 4 – Analysis of the Datebuilt variable in the Nationwide dataset  

 

 Variables used in the final AVM model are detailed in table 1 below – the dependent 

variable is listed first. 
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Table 1 – List of variables used in the Automatic Valuation Model (AVM) 

Variable Name Description 

Lnpurchase Log of purchase price 

Floorsz Unit floor area of property 

Bedrooms Number of bedrooms 

Bathroom2ormore 

Dummy variable based on variable bathroom,  property has two or 

more bathrooms compared to 1 or less bathrooms 

NewPropertyYes Dummy variable –property is new  compared to being not new 

DtBuilt1900to1929 

Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, reference category is  

properties built before 1900 (except for Belfast where this variable 

is omitted and reference is to properties built before 1930) 

DtBuilt1930to1939 Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, 

DtBuilt1940to1959 Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, 

DtBuilt1960to1969 Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, 

DtBuilt1970to1979 Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, 

DtBuilt1980to1989 Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, 

DtBuilt1990to1999 Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, 

DtBuilt2000to2006 Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, 

DtBuilt2007to2013 Dummy variable – based on datebuilt, 

DetachedHorB 

Dummy variable – based on security – detached house or bungalow 

compared to a flat 

SemiDetachedHorB 

Dummy variable – based on security – semi detached house or 

bungalow compared to a flat 

TerracedHouse Dummy variable – based on security – terraced house or bungalow  

GarageDoubleorSingle Dummy variable based on garage - A garage cp 

GarageParkSpace 

 

Quarter2 

Dummy variable derived from variable approval, quarter 2 is 

months 4 – 6 (April to June) reference category is quarter 1 – 

January – march months 1 to 3 

Quarter3 

Dummy variable derived from variable approval, quarter 3 is 

months 7 – 9 (July to September) 

Quarter4 

Dummy variable derived from variable approval, quarter 4 is 

months 10 – 12 (October to December) 

 

The decision was made to use R as the main software package to run GWR models. 

R uses industry standard methods to connect to databases (using the package 

RODBC) and therefore can be connected to, and read data from, SQL Server in 

about two lines of code. As R is a statistical language, script written for R. R was 

also chosen as the most comprehensive GWR modelling package GWRmodel
7
 is 

written for R. This package is authored by Binbin Lu, Paul Harris, Martin Charlton, 

Chris Brunsdon, Tomoki Nakaya, and Isabella Gollini. Both Martin Charlton and 

Chris Brunson co-authored the key text on GWR “Geographic Weighted Regression 

the analysis of spatially varying relationships” (Fotheringham et al, 2002). Other 

                                                           
7
 http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/GWmodel/index.html 
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options for analysis included using the package spgwr
8
 and the free software GWR 

4.0. Both GWR 4.0 and spgwr offer less functionality than GWmodel, and when the 

project began GWR 4.0 did not offer the option for predicting data with GWR, 

although the latest version of GWR 4.0 does offer this option
9
, though not as 

comprehensively, and with less diagnostic option, than GWmodel. GWR 4.0 cannot 

be connected to a database and requires data to be in csv format which makes it less 

versatile when you are running multiple models for multiple areas of the UK (as this 

requires producing multiple csv files of data which must be modified and recreated 

should the preferred model structure change). 

A hedonic automatic valuation model which predicted the house price was designed 

and run first as an Ordinary Least Square regression using the lm command in R, and 

then as a GWR regression using the gwr.basic function in the GWmodel package.  

Calculating the OLS and GWR models in R required a series of steps 

1) Link R to the SQL Server database (using the package RODBC) 

2) Read in the data for the required year using an SQL statement from the View 

containing all required variables for the city /region being explored 

3) Run a OLS model using the lm command 

4) GWR requires data to be held as a spatial data frame object, this is a special 

case of R’s data frame object – the data was therefore next promoted to 

become a spatial dataframe using the coordinates function 

5) A distance matrix was then calculated holding information of the distance 

between each point i in the dataset and every other point j in the dataset. 

These could be very large for some of the London analysis, as for example a 

set of 5000 observations requires a 5000 by 5000 distance matrix. The 

gwr.dist function is used.  

6) Find the optimal bandwidth for the GWR regression – this used a bi-square 

adaptive (nearest neighbour) weighting scheme, and used AIC to assess the 

optimal bandwidth and required information from the distance matrix 

calculated at step 5 – the bw.gwr function is used. 

7) Run the GWR regression 

8) Examine and compare R
2
 and AICc between global(OLS) and local (GWR) 

models 

9) Optionally plot studentised residuals and calculate Morans I for global(OLS) 

and local(GWR) to estimate if spatial autocorrelation in residuals is occurring 

and if GWR has improved this. The package GeoDa can be used to calculate 

a measure of Moran’s I for spatial autocorrelation in residuals. 

Models were then run for each year for London, Belfast and Glasgow data (2007 to 

2012) using the above steps. Example R script to run the model for London data in 

2007 is provided in Appendix 1. 

A simple exploratory logistic model for Glasgow crime data at IG level was also 

considered (results are reported briefly in Appendix 4) 

 

                                                           
8
 http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/spgwr/index.html 

9
 http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/geoinformatics/gwr/gwr-downloads/ 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

GWR models showed clear improvement in level of variation explained by the 

model and model fit, over the classic OLS AVM, R
2
 values increased, AIC values 

were much lower and the Residual sum of squares were much smaller for GWR 

models compared to the OLS models. 

Figures 5A to 5C set out typical output from GWmodel for a Geographic Weighted 

Regression. The first set of output (Figure 5A) the programme start time the formula 

used and dependent and independent variables – these have not been picked up here 

as a text string held in the object AVMQ representing the formula has been used (See 

Appendix 1 for details of this text string). In the model below the dependent variable 

was the log of purchase price, lnpurchase and the explanatory variables are as 

described in Table 1 above. 

 

    

   *********************************************************************** 

   *                       Package   GWmodel                             * 

   *********************************************************************** 

   Program starts at: 2014-03-01 22:58:19  

   Call: 

   gwr.basic(formula = AVMQ, data = NWLondon2007, bw = bwNNbsL2007,  

    kernel = "bisquare", adaptive = TRUE, longlat = F, dMat = dm.L2007,  

    F123.test = F) 

 

   Dependent (y) variable:  NA 

   Independent variables:   

   Number of data points: 9216 

 

 

Figure 5A Initial output from GW model 

 

Figures 5B and 5C show the remainder of the output which gives the results of the 

global and geographically weighted (local) regressions. Various diagnostic 

information is provided including AICc and Adjusted R Square. In the regression 

reported below the Adjusted R Square for the global model is 0.5879 and AICc 

1195.844 (Figure 5B). The GWR regression results report the Adaptive bandwidth 

(the number of nearest neighbours) used, in this case 478, along with the Adjusted R 

square 85.7 and AICc -7697.902 suggesting the  

Regression coefficients are not reported with standard error and t values (to examine 

these you need to examine the spatial data frame output of the model – see further 

Appendix 1 for script of how to do this). However, the ranges coefficients vary 

between are reported with the Minimum, median and first and 3
rd

 quartiles reported 

for each explanatory variable. It can been seen that some regression coefficients vary 

from negative to positive values depending on location 
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   *********************************************************************** 

   *                    Results of Global Regression                     * 

   *********************************************************************** 

 

   Call: 

    lm(formula = formula, data = data) 

 

   Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

   -1.03429 -0.16951 -0.01683  0.15718  1.19660  

 

   Coefficients: 

                          Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

   (Intercept)          12.0215576  0.0121598 988.632  < 2e-16 *** 

   floorsz               0.0062232  0.0001424  43.716  < 2e-16 *** 

   bedrooms              0.0759815  0.0055178  13.770  < 2e-16 *** 

   Bathroom2ormore       0.0231384  0.0068786   3.364 0.000772 *** 

   NewPropertyYes        0.0347379  0.0235657   1.474 0.140492     

   DtBuilt1900to1929    -0.1494066  0.0097734 -15.287  < 2e-16 *** 

   DtBuilt1930to1939    -0.2770008  0.0108977 -25.418  < 2e-16 *** 

   DtBuilt1940to1959    -0.3519417  0.0135863 -25.904  < 2e-16 *** 

   DtBuilt1960to1969    -0.3704796  0.0140386 -26.390  < 2e-16 *** 

   DtBuilt1970to1979    -0.3669392  0.0141408 -25.949  < 2e-16 *** 

   DtBuilt1980to1989    -0.3005021  0.0153449 -19.583  < 2e-16 *** 

   DtBuilt1990to1999    -0.2243663  0.0159010 -14.110  < 2e-16 *** 

   DtBuilt2000to2006    -0.1893043  0.0162098 -11.678  < 2e-16 *** 

   DtBuilt2007to2013    -0.1373161  0.0268153  -5.121 3.10e-07 *** 

   DetachedHorB          0.0419336  0.0150535   2.786 0.005353 **  

   SemiDetachedHorB     -0.0357857  0.0097958  -3.653 0.000260 *** 

   TerracedHouse        -0.0602080  0.0079387  -7.584 3.67e-14 *** 

   GarageDoubleorSingle -0.0289426  0.0083382  -3.471 0.000521 *** 

   GarageParkSpace      -0.0538415  0.0073805  -7.295 3.23e-13 *** 

   Quarter2              0.0354944  0.0069590   5.101 3.45e-07 *** 

   Quarter3              0.0736592  0.0074799   9.848  < 2e-16 *** 

   Quarter4              0.0798980  0.0080201   9.962  < 2e-16 *** 

 

   ---Significance stars 

   Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  

   Residual standard error: 0.2579 on 9194 degrees of freedom 

   Multiple R-squared: 0.5889 

   Adjusted R-squared: 0.5879  
   F-statistic: 627.1 on 21 and 9194 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16  

   ***Extra Diagnostic information 

   Residual sum of squares: 611.2905 

   Sigma(hat): 0.2575726 

   AIC:  1195.724 

   AICc:  1195.844 
 
 

Figure 5B Global regression output from package GWmodel, AICc and 

Adjusted R Square highlighted 
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   *********************************************************************** 

   *          Results of Geographically Weighted Regression              * 

   *********************************************************************** 

 

   *********************Model calibration information********************* 

   Kernel function: bisquare  

   Adaptive bandwidth: 478 (number of nearest neighbours) 

   Regression points: the same locations as observations are used. 

   Distance metric: A distance matrix is specified for this model 

calibration. 

 

   ****************Summary of GWR coefficient estimates:****************** 

                             Min.   1st Qu.    Median   3rd Qu.    Max. 

   Intercept            11.370000 11.680000 11.840000 12.030000 12.3200 

   floorsz               0.001733  0.004320  0.004922  0.005877  0.0091 

   bedrooms             -0.026380  0.052500  0.072910  0.089120  0.1533 

   Bathroom2ormore      -0.064830  0.002169  0.025260  0.046440  0.2188 

   NewPropertyYes       -0.199300 -0.026160  0.031990  0.081100  0.4335 

   DtBuilt1900to1929    -0.307800 -0.101700 -0.031010  0.019640  0.1494 

   DtBuilt1930to1939    -0.472300 -0.213000 -0.121600 -0.022180  0.1275 

   DtBuilt1940to1959    -0.593900 -0.266400 -0.180000 -0.061820  0.1033 

   DtBuilt1960to1969    -0.447400 -0.246100 -0.178400 -0.095970  0.0751 

   DtBuilt1970to1979    -0.546400 -0.290100 -0.191500 -0.093950  0.0669 

   DtBuilt1980to1989    -0.466500 -0.228400 -0.145800 -0.067460  0.0918 

   DtBuilt1990to1999    -0.456200 -0.165400 -0.106200 -0.029300  0.1208 

   DtBuilt2000to2006    -0.540600 -0.124900 -0.041510  0.022970  0.2496 

   DtBuilt2007to2013    -0.531300 -0.118200 -0.012810  0.091790  0.4461 

   DetachedHorB         -0.245500  0.159600  0.238600  0.319900  0.4861 

   SemiDetachedHorB     -0.382600  0.083400  0.139200  0.181700  0.2827 

   TerracedHouse        -0.101200  0.058590  0.087710  0.128400  0.2257 

   GarageDoubleorSingle -0.354300  0.012340  0.062780  0.092720  0.2469 

   GarageParkSpace      -0.131600  0.006707  0.036340  0.061430  0.2199 

   Quarter2             -0.029170  0.029090  0.045330  0.061510  0.1460 

   Quarter3             -0.006494  0.061650  0.079780  0.095230  0.1866 

   Quarter4             -0.050420  0.059960  0.079680  0.096170  0.1909 

   ************************Diagnostic information************************* 

   Number of data points: 9216  

   Effective number of parameters (2trace(S) - trace(S'S)): 1406.198  

   Effective degrees of freedom (n-2trace(S) + trace(S'S)): 7809.802  

   AICc (GWR book, Fotheringham, et al. 2002, p. 61, eq 2.33): -

7697.088  
   AIC (GWR book, Fotheringham, et al. 2002,GWR p. 96, eq. 4.22): -9044.871  

   Residual sum of squares: 180.1365  

   R-square value:  0.8788442  

   Adjusted R-square value:  0.8570266  
 

   *********************************************************************** 

   Program stops at: 2014-03-01 23:33:19 

 

 

Figure 5C Geographic Weighted Regression output from package GWmodel, 

AICc and Adjusted R Square highlighted 

 

The improvement in overall model fit suggested by Figure 5A to 5C was typical for 

London models as shown in Table 2. Models for Glasgow performed similarly well, 

however, with less observations in each year sample, the overall improvement from 

GWR was less than taht seen for London models. The performance of models for 

Belfast is much more variable. This is likely to be because the data available was 

quite sparsely distributed across a fairly wide geographic area, and Nationwide data 

is felt by the Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE) to significantly under 
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represent actual house sales in the Belfast area. Further modelling for Belfast would 

benefit from an alternative data source with additional observations. Modelling for 

Glasgow might benefit from expanding the area to the Greater Glasgow urban area 

and not just modelling for the City of Glasgow. 

Table 2: Summary of Model Results Global regression compared with GWR  

 

(London, Glasgow and Belfast for Nationwide data, annual models with quarter 

dummies, years 2007 to 2012 inclusive) 

 

 

GWR also highlighted significant varying coefficients for all models, for example in 

London in 2007 significant variation for example was found for the impact of floor 

size (across all of London) and also the impact of detached houses compared to flats. 

(Figures 6 to Interesting for detached houses this effect is generally not significant in 

the centre of London, but significant in the suburbs, where a house being detached 

has increases house value. There were a small number of central locations where 

detached properties appeared to have a significant negative impact on prices 

compared to flats – it is possible this is due to a very small number of detached 

properties in these areas, in general the negative variations were not significant. 

Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Global Adjusted R2 0.588 0.596 0.574 0.566 0.580 0.532

Global Residual sum of squares (RSS) 611.291 256.663 339.514 427.353 575.539 883.159

Global AICc 1195.844 438.878 1233.115 1866.164 2794.321 4195.186

GWR Adjusted R2 0.857 0.816 0.828 0.825 0.814 0.825

GWR Residual sum of squares (RSS) 180.137 96.405 112.057 140.008 233.694 298.850

GWR AICc -7697.088 -2232.715 -2256.172 -2144.730 -2116.880 -5109.529

Data points (Total observations) 9216 3971 4438 5113 6397 9934

Optimal Bandwidth (Nearest Neighbours) 478 398 375 376 886 815

Global Adjusted R2 0.659 0.650 0.668 0.648 0.667 0.620

Global Residual sum of squares (RSS) 67.786 42.627 32.538 38.083 28.423 49.241

Global AICc -11.722 -14.912 101.162 124.137 103.523 215.966

GWR Adjusted R2 0.788 0.737 0.757 0.750 0.719 0.770

GWR Residual sum of squares (RSS) 36.318 26.564 17.945 22.029 19.932 22.888

GWR AICc -487.393 -153.652 46.788 3.632 75.085 12.202

Data points (Total observations) 1215 788 500 569 427 649

Optimal Bandwidth (Nearest Neighbours) 460 350 218 298 315 238

Global Adjusted R2 0.519 0.726 0.619 0.648 Not 0.677

Global Residual sum of squares (RSS) 42.618 15.295 22.797 26.518 available 46.505

Global AICc 91.820 -87.328 32.790 81.021 need to 166.998

GWR Adjusted R2 0.541 0.809 0.658 0.740 run 0.742

GWR Residual sum of squares (RSS) 38.192 7.408 17.707 14.205 this 29.448

GWR AICc 73.350 -126.721 14.289 287.522 model 102.056

Data points (Total observations) 680 374 403 417 661

Optimal Bandwidth (Nearest Neighbours) 603 192 327 225 311

London Models

Glasgow Models

Belfast Models
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Figure 6 – Spatial varying coefficients for floors size in London 

 

Figure 7 – Floor Size London 2007 T Values 
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Figure 8 – Detached houses coefficient local variation 

 

Figure 9 – Detached houses coefficient local significance 
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The regression done for data from London 2007 also suggests a significant 

improvement in spatial autocorrelation in residuals using GWR compared with a 

standard global hedonic model. In figure 10 residuals of similar size cluster together, 

but much less clustering is seen in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 10 – Studentised residuals – OLS Regression 

 

Figure 11 – Studentised residuals – GWR Regression 

[Additional table available on request showing  Spatial autocorrelation measured by 

Moran’s I for  OLS and GWR models for 2007 and possibly other years] 
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Initial analysis of the Belfast HMA using a very simple model fro all years of 

purchase explained by floorsz, showed spatial variation of coefficients within known 

sub markets and interesting breaks in the data in areas with peace walls, suggesting 

potential impacts of religious segregation being reflect in housing markets, and these 

impacts are being picked up by GWR varying coefficients (Figure 11) 

 

Figure 12 - Spatially variation coefficients Belfast initial analysis, all data, 

simple model 

However, further analysis of the full AVM model produced on annual basis produces 

more ambiguous results. Results from 2007 suggest there may be some division 

around areas with peacelines, however, results for 2012 are less clear (Figure 13). 

Figure 13 highlights the potential limitations of small sample size, and the advantage 

of using larger datasets when using GWR, it is unclear how much this is leading to 

local instability in coefficients values. Figure 13 also suggests  the need for 

additional analysis comparing results of GWR regression in Belfast with the 

percentage brought up as Catholic or Protestant (a recognised measure of segregation 

in Northern Ireland) in areas within Belfast. 
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Figure 13 – Significant spatially coefficients in Belfast in 2007 and 2012, Garage 

compared to no parking 

Finally an example logistic regression for Glasgow crime data at Intermediate 

Geography level suggests there is little improvement in model fit through using 

GWR however there are some potentially interesting significantly varying 

coefficients. It may be that using a much coarser scale, that of local neighbourhoods, 

limits the level of local variation between neighbourhoods, and a finer scale – for 

example output area – would show more spatial variation. This requires further 

research. 

 

3. Prediction with GWR 

3.1 Methods 

For each city being analysed data on property attributed was available for a number 

of property, however the property valuation (the variable purchase) related to a 

specific time point only. This meant for each city there was data on the property 

attributes which were fixed and unlikely to change, this provided additional 

regression points for which property values could be estimated for each year using 

data from properties which had been valued in a given year as the data points. 

Initially prediction estimates were produced for London only using a slightly more 

complex hedonic model with the flat category split into a converted and purpose built 

categories, using the reference category terraced house, and the double and single 
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garage category split into single garage and double garage (outputs from these 

estimations are used in the example in Appendix 3). Later the more simplified 

hedonic model detailed above was re-run for London plus Glasgow and Belfast. 

Predicting values in the Glasgow and Belfast datasets was computationally much 

more straight forward than for London as these datasets 

The steps for using GWR for prediction in R are similar to running an exploratory 

GWR model – in practice the R scripts used often ran both a standard exploratory 

GWR model followed by a predictive model. Steps are as follows 

1) Connect R top SQL database 

2) Load data points data for an appropriate year – for example the NWLondon 

data for approval year 2007 as NWLonndon2007. 

3) Load regression points data for all years – for example data for property 

attributes for all year [in effect NWLondon2007 is just a subset of NW 

London] and all variables were loaded for both datasets, only variables 

required for regression and prediction are then used by GWR 

4) Produce a distance matrix of distances between all data points 

5) Produce a distance matrix of distances between each data point i and each 

regression point j. In the case of large dataset these can be extremely large, 

and can be slow to compute, requiring a very large amount of memory. For 

this reason 64 bit R and at least 8Gb of RAM is recommended for computing 

predictive GWR with large datasets.  For example London data there were 

around 39000 regression points and in 2007 over 9000 data points requiring a 

9000 by 39000 distance matrix. This was extremely time consuming to 

compute and also required a large amount of memory; the practical 

implications of this are discussed further in results below. 

6) Establish optimal bandwidth for the data point GWR regression 

7) Produce two additional bandwidths for  

8) Run a GWR regression using data points and regression points using the 

gwr.basic function. This provides an output of locally varying co-efficients 

for each regression point (in other words each regression points gets in own 

predictive regression equation).  

9) Run a predictive GWR regression using the gwr.predict function – this will 

produce both  

10)  Take the regression point coefficients produced at step 8 and link them to 

data for the regression points. Multiply them by this data to produce house 

price estimates for each quarter of house price data. Appendix 4 provides an 

example 

Initially models were just run for London, but following challenges in assessing 

optimal AIC when using regression points the decision was to also run GWR models 

and prediction models as one R script for Glasgow and Belfast, as this has provided 

additional data with which optimal AICc for out of sample prediction and the effects 

of changing bandwidth can be considered. 

 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

Table 2 shows a table of House Price Inflation for the year 2008 (compared with 

2007) for London data. The house prices for 2007 and 2008 for each quarter have 
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been estimated for out of sample data using GWR. In effect this shows proof of 

concept; GWR has the potential to be used to produce a substitutability lattice and 

therefore could potentially provide a useful method for CPEP estimation. (The id 

records in table 3 are reported for information only to check matching of data). 

Appendix 3 details the steps of how regression points with predicted coefficients for 

each attributes and quarter dummies can be used to calculate the output shown in the 

table above using SQL in a SQL Server Express database. 

 

Table 3  House Price Inflation Using Out of Sample Prediction  

(Computed using GWR for over 39,000 records in London --top 10 records shown only) 

 

However questions key questions remain about the optimal bandwidth for producing 

regression points. The regression points produced in the table above were produced 

using 1550 nearest neighbours for each predictive regression, regardless of the 

number of data points used. This bandwidth was selected as it represented the largest 

optimal bandwidth that could be used for all years however its selection was fairly 

arbitrary and a more rigorous method is needed for selecting optimal bandwidth for 

out of sample prediction. 

Using the optimal bandwidth for data-points calculated using data points only was 

found to fail for both London and Glasgow data where the number of regression 

points was over double the number of predicting data points (this was not an issue 

with the Belfast). However, another ad hoc measure of optimal bandwidth for data 

points plus 50 appeared to perform well whilst having little impact on AICc for the 

GWR regression for data points. 

Further research of optimal bandwidth is required. This will be done initially using 

the Glasgow data as a test dataset as it is much faster to run regressions than the 

London data as the total number of observation is less than 5000, compared with 

London where over 39000 observations are being considered. 

An additional issue is the way in which R handles memory allocation. As discussed 

above prediction with GWR involves very large distance matrices, these can lead R 

to take up in excess of 10Gb of Ram making it only possible to run the estimations 

on certain computers. The R package bigmemory offers a method for using large 

ID postcode idp08 idp07 hpi0807Q1 hpi0807Q2 hpi0807Q3 hpi0807Q4

269334 DA8  2NH 269334 269334 0.369269845 0.333299271 0.165783573 0.369269845

22718 DA8  2NH 22718 22718 0.20962164 0.177845008 0.02986058 0.20962164

22038 DA1  4LR 22038 22038 0.258601315 0.219845456 0.073092658 0.258601315

22039 DA1  4NL 22039 22039 0.23529074 0.196709846 0.052737084 0.23529074

22714 DA8  2HD 22714 22714 0.194764741 0.162170771 0.016388622 0.194764741

22715 DA8  2HF 22715 22715 0.268392799 0.234494317 0.079036032 0.268392799

22030 DA1  4AB 22030 22030 0.324154089 0.280633598 0.128922619 0.324154089

22035 DA1  4JZ 22035 22035 0.274468126 0.232442434 0.085510537 0.274468126

22036 DA1  4JZ 22036 22036 0.267240721 0.225453353 0.079354696 0.267240721

22040 DA1  4NW 22040 22040 0.286901503 0.245378538 0.096286617 0.286901503
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datasets in R while avoiding limitations of RAM, whether this package can be 

integrated with GWR will be investigated.  

Gwr.predict can be used for training and testing (i.e. splitting the dataset and using a 

proportion of data set for calibarataion and a proportion of the dataset for validation. 

GWmodels vignette details how to do this and this method will be used as an 

additional test of prediction accuracy for GWR models. For further information see: 

 Gollini I, Lu B, Charlton M, Brunsdon C, Harris P (2013) GWmodel: an R 

Package for exploring Spatial Heterogeneity using Geographically Weighted 

Models, http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.0413  

 Lu B, Harris P, Charlton M, Brunsdon C (2013) The GWmodel R Package: 

further topics for exploring Spatial Heterogeneity using Geographically 

Weighted Models, http://arxiv-web3.library.cornell.edu/abs/1312.2753  

Further consideration is need as to how best to assess prediction accuracy of the out 

of sample prediction models.  Alternative for bandwidth selection options include:  

 Re-running regression prediction in the latest version of GWR 4.0 whic will 

predict for regression points to see how it handles the bandwidth allocation 

and large datasets 

  Using data point bandwidth plus a margin – currently data point bandwidth 

plus 50 is being tested and seems to make little difference 

Regarding R memory issues our plan is to contact the authors of the GWmodel 

package to see if they have any specific advice / might be prepared to update the 

package to handle larger datasets. 

  

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.0413
http://arxiv-web3.library.cornell.edu/abs/1312.2753
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Example R code used to run a Geographic Weighted Regression 

for both data points and regression points 

#load packages required to run the regression 

#dependencies set to install automatically 

library(RODBC) 

library(car) 

## basic spatial data packages 

library("sp") 

library("spdep") 

library("rgdal") 

library("rgeos") 

library("GWmodel") 

library("RColorBrewer") 

library("foreign") 

 

#note this code below copied from R studio which does not 

require #plus signs when a function crosses lines of code 

 

#connect to the SQL server database 

sql2012 <-odbcConnect ("SQLServer2012") 

 

#set the working directory 

setwd("D:/userntfs/Ellie/RData") 

 

#read in data from the database for London using 

#the view set up for models selecting just data for the year 7 

NWLondon2007 <-  sqlQuery(sql2012, " SELECT * FROM 

[HousePrices].[dbo].[LondonNWLocforModel] where ApprovalYear = 

7") 

 

#list the variable names in the data read in 

names(NWLondon2007) 

 

#view first few records of the dataset 

head(NWLondon2007) 

 

#write the data just read in to a csv file that can be used 

with other packages 

write.csv(NWLondon2007,"NWLondon2007.csv") 

 

 

#Create objects to hold model formulas 

AVMQ <- 'lnpurchase ~ floorsz + bedrooms + Bathroom2ormore + 

NewPropertyYes + DtBuilt1900to1929 + DtBuilt1930to1939 + 

DtBuilt1940to1959 + DtBuilt1960to1969 + DtBuilt1970to1979 + 

DtBuilt1980to1989 + DtBuilt1990to1999 + DtBuilt2000to2006 + 

DtBuilt2007to2013 + DetachedHorB + SemiDetachedHorB + 

TerracedHouse + GarageDoubleorSingle + GarageParkSpace + 

Quarter2 + Quarter3 + Quarter4' 
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AVMQgaragesplit <- 'lnpurchase ~ floorsz + bedrooms + 

Bathroom2ormore + NewPropertyYes + DtBuilt1900to1929 + 

DtBuilt1930to1939 + DtBuilt1940to1959 + DtBuilt1960to1969 + 

DtBuilt1970to1979 + DtBuilt1980to1989 + DtBuilt1990to1999 + 

DtBuilt2000to2006 + DtBuilt2007to2013 + DetachedHorB + 

SemiDetachedHorB + TerracedHouse + GarageDouble + GarageSingle 

+ GarageParkSpace + Quarter2 + Quarter3 + Quarter4' 

 

 

#run a standard ordinary least squares regression 

# with the lm function lm(formula,data) 

OLSAVML2007 <- lm(AVMQ,NWLondon2007) 

summary(OLSAVML2007) 

 

OLSAVMQgaragesplitL2007 <- lm(AVMQgaragesplit,NWLondon2007) 

summary(OLSAVMQgaragesplitL2007) 

 

#compare two regressions 

anova(OLSAVML2007,OLSAVMQgaragesplitL2007) 

 

#Split garage type not necessary - garage or not a garage 

enough #following are results from the anova command 

#Model 1: lnpurchase ~ floorsz + bedrooms + Bathroom2ormore + 

NewPropertyYes +  

#  DtBuilt1900to1929 + DtBuilt1930to1939 + DtBuilt1940to1959 +  

#  DtBuilt1960to1969 + DtBuilt1970to1979 + DtBuilt1980to1989 +  

#  DtBuilt1990to1999 + DtBuilt2000to2006 + DtBuilt2007to2013 +  

#  DetachedHorB + SemiDetachedHorB + TerracedHouse + 

GarageDoubleorSingle +  

#  GarageParkSpace + Quarter2 + Quarter3 + Quarter4 

#Model 2: lnpurchase ~ floorsz + bedrooms + Bathroom2ormore + 

NewPropertyYes +  

#  DtBuilt1900to1929 + DtBuilt1930to1939 + DtBuilt1940to1959 +  

#  DtBuilt1960to1969 + DtBuilt1970to1979 + DtBuilt1980to1989 +  

#  DtBuilt1990to1999 + DtBuilt2000to2006 + DtBuilt2007to2013 +  

#  DetachedHorB + SemiDetachedHorB + TerracedHouse + 

GarageDouble +  

#  GarageSingle + GarageParkSpace + Quarter2 + Quarter3 + 

Quarter4 

#Res.Df    RSS Df Sum of Sq      F Pr(>F) 

#1   9194 611.29                            

#2   9193 611.20  1  0.087069 1.3096 0.2525 

 

 

# following code promotes to a spatial data frame  

#data used for GWR must be a spatial data frame 

#not a standard data frame 

#the command is coordinates(data)=~X+Y 

#X and Y where X and Y are X and Y coordinates 

#and data is the dataframe object 

 

coordinates(NWLondon2007)=~oseast+osnorth 

 

#ensures projection is British National Grid 

#not essential but good practice if your data is 
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#in BNG format 

proj4string(NWLondon2007)=CRS("+init=epsg:27700") 

 

#Produce a distance matrix of distance for every point i in 

the  

#dataset to every other point j 

dm.L2007 <- gw.dist(dp.locat=coordinates(NWLondon2007) )  

 

# get bandwidth using nearest neighbour algorithm - Bisquare 

using  

#data points distance matrix dm.L2007 

bwNNbsL2007 <- bw.gwr(AVMQ, data=NWLondon2007, approach="AIC", 

kernel="bisquare", adaptive=TRUE, p=2, longlat=F, 

dMat=dm.L2007) 

 

#these are alternate bandwidths to the optimal 

#only needed where estimating GWR with regression points 

#or if you wish to investigate the impact of alternate 

bandwidths 

# for most regression point GWRs – data point optimal 

#bandwidth may fail if number of regression points exceeds 

# the number of data points 

#optional bandwidth 1 bw is optimal bandwidth from  

#data points + 50 

 

bw = bwNNbsL2007+50 

 

#for some GWR with regression points bandwidth  

#may need to be larger e.g. +61  

bw2 = bwNNbsL2007+61 

 

#Run a Basic GWR Model using NN bisquare weighting 

#the optimal bandwidth calculated above 

#and the distance matrix calculated above 

#adaptive=TRUE specifies that nearest neighbours are used 

#note a distance matrix is not required but is useful where 

#will be repeating the regression with a different formula 

#and/or different bandwidth 

L2007MFgwr_NN_bs <- gwr.basic(AVMQ, data=NWLondon2007, 

bw=bwNNbsL2007, kernel="bisquare", adaptive=TRUE, 

dMat=dm.L2007, longlat=F,F123.test=F) 

 

#with alternate bandwidths – these may be needed for GWR 

#with regression points so it is useful to check their impact 

here 

L2007MFgwr_NN_bsbw <- gwr.basic(AVMQ, data=NWLondon2007, 

bw=bw, kernel="bisquare", adaptive=TRUE, dMat=dm.L2007, 

longlat=F,F123.test=F) 

 

L2007MFgwr_NN_bsbw2 <- gwr.basic(AVMQ, data=NWLondon2007, 

bw=bw2, kernel="bisquare", adaptive=TRUE, dMat=dm.L2007, 

longlat=F,F123.test=F) 

 

#output results to scree 

print(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs) 
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print(L2007MFgwr_NN_bsbw) 

print(L2007MFgwr_NN_bsbw2) 

 

#save results as text file and shapefile 

writeGWR(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs,fn="L2007MFgwr_NN_bs21040301") 

writeGWR(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs,fn="L2007MFgwr_NN_bs21040301bw") 

writeGWR(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs,fn="L2007MFgwr_NN_bs21040301bw2") 

 

#save the R workspace - all objects created so far 

#as an image in an RData file 

save.image("NWLond2007predv2.RData") 

 

 

################################## 

 

#The following code maps the data 

 

# set colour spectrums - uses package RColorBrewer which 

included pre-defined 

#colour spectrums in the function brewer.pal 

colour.blue <- brewer.pal(5, "Blues") 

colour.grey <- brewer.pal (5, "Greys") 

colour.spec <- brewer.pal (5, "Spectral") 

 

#Add studentised residuals from the OLS regression to the 

NWLondon 2007 dataset 

#by creating as new variable in the R data object called 

Stud_residual 

NWLondon2007$Stud_residual <- rstudent(OLSAVML2007) 

summary(NWLondon2007$Stud_residual) 

 

#produce summary information (min, max, mean, median and 

quartiles for data) 

olssr <-(NWLondon2007$Stud_residual) 

summary(olssr) 

 

#use the command splplot to map the variable Stud Residuals 

# key.space = ""right puts the legend on the right 

#color.regions specifies the colour palette to use 

#cuts set where the breaks in the data shading should appear 

#these can be set manually 

#here therey are set to the minimum and maxumum values and -

1.96 and 1.96 

#main="" - is the map title 

#edge.col="transparent 

 

spplot(NWLondon2007, "Stud_residual", key.space = "right", 

col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(min(olssr),-

1.96,1.96,max(olssr)), main="OLS Studentised Residuals 

Outliers 2007 All", edge.col="transparent") 

 

# plot with a wider range of shading breaks for residuals 

using the spectral colour palette 

spplot(NWLondon2007, "Stud_residual", key.space = "right", 

col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(min(olssr),-1.96,-1.645,-
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0.5,0.5,1.645,1.96,max(olssr)), main="OLS Studentised 

Residuals London 2007 All", edge.col="transparent") 

# plot with a wider range of shading breaks for residuals 

using the grey colour palette 

spplot(NWLondon2007, "Stud_residual", key.space = "right", 

col.regions=colour.grey, cuts=c(min(olssr),-

1.96,1.96,max(olssr)), main="OLS Studentised Residuals 

Outliers 2007 All", edge.col="transparent") 

# plot with a wider range of shading breaks for residuals 

using the blue colour palette 

spplot(NWLondon2007, "Stud_residual", key.space = "right", 

col.regions=colour.blue, cuts=c(min(olssr),-1.96,-1.645,-

0.5,0.5,1.645,1.96,max(olssr)), main="OLS Studentised 

Residuals London 2007 All", edge.col="transparent") 

 

#reads in the values from the Geographic Weighted Regression 

#spatial data frame 

#note to refer to the variable you need both the Geographic 

Weighted Regression 

#object L2007MFgwr_NN_bs and $SDF as well as the varaible name 

to show you 

#are referring to the Spatial Data Frame object being held 

within the  

#object created by the function gwr.basic which contains 

various information 

#and data 

sr <-L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$Stud_residual 

summary(sr) 

 

#plotting the studentised residuals for the Geographic 

Wieghted Regression 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "Stud_residual", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.grey, cuts=c(min(sr),-

1.96,1.96,max(sr)), main="GWR Studentised Residuals Outliers 

2007 All", edge.col="transparent") 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "Stud_residual", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(min(sr),-

1.96,1.96,max(sr)), main="GWR Studentised Residuals Outliers 

2007 All", edge.col="transparent") 

 

 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "Stud_residual", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.grey, cuts=c(min(sr),-1.96,-

1.645,-0.5,0.5,1.645,1.96,max(sr)), main="GWR Studentised 

Residuals 2007 All", edge.col="transparent") 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "Stud_residual", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(min(sr),-1.96,-

1.645,-0.5,0.5,1.645,1.96,max(sr)), main="GWR Studentised 

Residuals 2007 All", edge.col="transparent") 

 

#code below plots the varying co-efficients for floor size, 

detached 

#house of bungalow (reference category flat) 

# and new propertyyes. 

#various values are set for cut points 

#note some are set through functions and others 
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#set manually 

 

#check names of variables held n the spatial dataframe store 

in the  

#GWR regression output obejct 

names(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF) 

 

summary(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$floorsz) 

#Min.  1st Qu.   Median     Mean  3rd Qu.     Max.  

#0.001733 0.004320 0.004922 0.005090 0.005877 0.009137   

fs <-L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$floorsz 

minfs<- min(fs) 

maxfs<-max(fs) 

q1fs=0.004320 

q3fs=0.005877 

hingeiqr = 1.5*(q3fs-q1fs) 

 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "floorsz", key.space = "right", 

col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(minfs,(q1fs-

hingeiqr),q1fs,q3fs,(q3fs+hingeiqr),maxfs),main="Simple box 

plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - floor size - London 2007", 

edge.col="transparent") 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "floorsz", key.space = "right", 

col.regions=colour.blue, cuts=c(minfs,(q1fs-

hingeiqr),q1fs,q3fs,(q3fs+hingeiqr),maxfs),main="Simple box 

plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - floor size - London 2007", 

edge.col="transparent") 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "floorsz", key.space = "right", 

col.regions=colour.grey, cuts=c(minfs,(q1fs-

hingeiqr),q1fs,q3fs,(q3fs+hingeiqr),maxfs),main="Simple box 

plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - floor size - London 2007", 

edge.col="transparent") 

 

 

 

summary(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$floorsz_TV) 

 

fstv <- L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$floorsz_TV 

minfatv<- min(fstv) 

maxfatv<-max(fstv) 

 

 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "floorsz_TV", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(minfatv,-

1.96,1.96,maxfatv), main="Varying co-efficients floor size TV 

- London 2007", edge.col="transparent") 

 

summary(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$DetachedHorB) 

#Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  

#-0.2455  0.1596  0.2386  0.2203  0.3199  0.4861  

dhb <-L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$DetachedHorB 

mindhb<- min(dhb) 

maxdhb<-max(dhb) 

q1dhb=0.1596 

q3dhb=0.3199 

hingeiqr = 1.5*(q3dhb-q1dhb) 
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spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "DetachedHorB", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(mindhb,(q1dhb-

hingeiqr),q1dhb,q3dhb,(q3dhb+hingeiqr),maxdhb),main="Simple 

box plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - Detached House or 

Bungalow - London 2007", edge.col="transparent") 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "DetachedHorB", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.blue, cuts=c(mindhb,(q1dhb-

hingeiqr),q1dhb,q3dhb,(q3dhb+hingeiqr),maxdhb),main="Simple 

box plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - Detached House or 

Bungalow - London 2007", edge.col="transparent") 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "DetachedHorB", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.grey, cuts=c(mindhb,(q1dhb-

hingeiqr),q1dhb,q3dhb,(q3dhb+hingeiqr),maxdhb),main="Simple 

box plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - Detached House or 

Bungalow - London 2007", edge.col="transparent") 

 

 

 

summary(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$DetachedHorB_TV) 

 

dhbtv <- L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$DetachedHorB_TV 

mindhbtv<- min(dhbtv) 

maxdhbtv<-max(dhbtv) 

 

 

summary(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$NewPropertyYes) 

#Min.  1st Qu.   Median     Mean  3rd Qu.     Max.  

#-0.19930 -0.02616  0.03199  0.03078  0.08110  0.43350   

npy <-L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$NewPropertyYes 

minnpy<- min(npy) 

maxnpy<-max(npy) 

q1npy=-0.02616 

q3npy=0.08110 

hingeiqr = 1.5*(q3npy-q1npy) 

 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "NewPropertyYes", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(minnpy,(q1npy-

hingeiqr),q1npy,q3npy,(q3npy+hingeiqr),maxnpy),main="Simple 

box plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - New Property cf. Older 

Property - London 2007", edge.col="transparent") 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "NewPropertyYes", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.blue, cuts=c(minnpy,(q1npy-

hingeiqr),q1npy,q3npy,(q3npy+hingeiqr),maxnpy),main="Simple 

box plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - New Property cf. Older 

Property", edge.col="transparent") 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "NewPropertyYes", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.grey, cuts=c(minnpy,(q1npy-

hingeiqr),q1npy,q3npy,(q3npy+hingeiqr),maxnpy),main="Simple 

box plot shading:- GWR co-efficients - New Property cf. Older 

Property", edge.col="transparent") 

 

 

 

summary(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$NewPropertyYes_TV) 
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npytv <- L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF$NewPropertyYes_TV 

minnpytv<- min(npytv) 

maxnpytv<-max(npytv) 

 

spplot(L2007MFgwr_NN_bs$SDF, "NewPropertyYes", key.space = 

"right", col.regions=colour.spec, cuts=c(mindhbtv,-

1.96,1.96,maxdhbtv), main="Varying co-efficients New Property 

cf. Older Property TV - London 2007", edge.col="transparent") 

 

##############################################################

####################### 

 

# following code will produce predicted values for regression 

points 

# It requires the data matrix and bandwidths created above 

 

#read in data points for all London 

NWLondon <-  sqlQuery(sql2012, " SELECT * FROM 

[HousePrices].[dbo].[LondonNWLocforModel]") 

write.csv(NWLondon, "NWLondon_All2007run.csv") 

 

# following code promotes to a spatial data frame  

coordinates(NWLondon)=~oseast+osnorth 

#ensures projection is BRitish National Grid 

proj4string(NWLondon)=CRS("+init=epsg:27700") 

 

#create distance matrix showing distances between the London 

data #for 2007 and all data held for London 

#i.e. distance from every data point to every regression point 

dm.L2007all <-gw.dist(dp.locat=coordinates(NWLondon2007), 

rp.locat=coordinates(NWLondon)) 

 

#Run a geographic weighted regression with regression points 

#note the distance matrix must be the one with  

#both data point locations and regression point locations 

L2007rpbw <- gwr.basic(AVMQ, data=NWLondon2007, 

regression.points=NWLondon, bw=bw, kernel="bisquare", 

adaptive=TRUE, dMat=dm.L2007all, longlat=F,F123.test=F) 

 

#view a summary of objects held in GWR regression object 

summary(L2007rpbw) 

print(L2007rpbw) 

 

#write a csv file of the spatial data frame containing 

# the prediction points 

# will include a record number created by R 

 

write.csv(L2007rpbw$SDF,"L2007rpbw20140301.csv") 

 

#alternatively use the write GWR option 

# – does not include the R record number 

writeGWR(L2007rpbw, "L2007rpbw_20140301") 
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##############################################################

### 

# the following code uses the predict.gwr function 

# this produces a predicted value of y based on attribute 

# data at each regression point 

 

# note code below produces predicted data for a full year 

# which is not what is required if wanting to predict quarter 

#by quarter – it is not possible to predict quarter data from 

#year data using built in functions in the GWmodel package 

 

#Quarter data can be predicted form a quarter worth of data – 

but  

#prediction accuracy will be affected by the number of data 

points  

#available 

 

# Note if the data distance matrix is large this code may 

#fail as it may exceed available RAM 

#by default R loads all data it is using into RAM 

 

##Basic predict GWR Model using NN bisquare, AIC assessed 

optimal bandwidth 

#calculated above 

L2007pred <- gwr.predict(AVMQ, data = NWLondon2007, 

predictdata = NWLondon, bw = bwNNbsL2007, kernel = "bisquare",  

adaptive = T, dMat1 = dm.L2007all, dMat2 = dm.L2007) 

summary(L2007pred) 

 

write.csv(L2007pred$SDF,"L2007pred20140301.csv") 

write.dbf(L2007pred$SDF,"L2007pred20140301.dbf") 

 

# above may probably error, especially if the number of 

regression points 

# is much larger than the number of data points 

# in which case alternate bandwidths may be used  

# as a rule of thumb either the optimal bandwidth + 50 

#or if this fails the optimal bandwith + 61 seems to work 

#more research is needed to establish the optimal bandwidth 

where 

#the number of regression points exceeds the number of data 

points 

 

 

L2007predbw <- gwr.predict(AVMQ, data = NWLondon2007, 

predictdata = NWLondon, bw = bw, kernel = "bisquare", adaptive 

= T, dMat1 = dm.L2007all, dMat2 = dm.L2007) 

 

L2007predbw2 <- gwr.predict(AVMQ, data = NWLondon2007, 

predictdata = NWLondon, bw = bw2, kernel = "bisquare", 

adaptive = T, dMat1 = dm.L2007all, dMat2 = dm.L2007) 

 

#produce a list of objects held in the GWR object 

 

summary(L2007predbw) 
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write.csv(L2007predbw$SDF,"L2007predbw20140301.csv") 

write.dbf(L2007predbw$SDF,"L2007predbw20140301.dbf") 

 

summary(L2007predbw2) 

 

write.csv(L2007predbw2$SDF,"L2007predbw220140301.csv") 

write.dbf(L2007predbw2$SDF,"L2007predbw220140301.dbf") 

#close ODBC link to database 

close(sql2012) 

 

#save the R workspace - all objects created so far 

#as an image in an RData file 

save.image("NWLond2007predv2.RData") 

 

 

#clear all objects from memory 

#needed if further models to be run without closing R 

#and if using large datasets 

rm(list=ls()) 

 

#get R to clean up unused memory and releaase it 

gc()  
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Appendix 2 - SQL Code Example 1 – Dummy variable creation 

 

/**** Example code to create a view with dummy variables ****/ 
 
USE [HousePrices] 
GO 
 
/****** Object:  View [dbo].[NWNewPropertyDummies]    ******/ 
DROP VIEW [dbo].[NWNewPropertyDummies] 
GO 
 
/****** Object:  View [dbo].[NWNewPropertyDummies]    ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
 
create view [dbo].[NWNewPropertyDummies] 
as 
select  
 nw.id, 
 nw.newprop, 
  case when nw.newprop is null then null 
 else case when nw.newprop ='Y' then 1 else 0 
  end end as NewPropertyYes, 
   case when nw.newprop is null then null 
 else case when nw.newprop ='N' then 1 else 0 
  end end as NewPropertyNo 
   from dbo.NwAllFromAccess nw 
; 
 
GO 
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Appendix 3 - SQL Code Example 2 – creating a House Price inflation table with 

SQL 

Following code used to create a House Price Inflation table from regression point 

data for 2007 and 2008 (note model used here is slightly different to preferred model 

used above but principles are the same 

Step 1: read in csv data to database 

Step 2, create a distinct dataset where any duplicate values for easting and 

northings and associate regression coefficients are removed 

USE [HousePricesPredict] 
GO 
 
Create view [dbo].[LondonRPFullModel2007Distinct] 
as 
SELECT Distinct 
      [Intercept] 
      ,[floorsz] 
      ,[bedrooms] 
      ,[Bathroom2ormore] 
      ,[NewPropertyYes] 
      ,[DtBuilt1900to1929] 
      ,[DtBuilt1930to1939] 
      ,[DtBuilt1940to1959] 
      ,[DtBuilt1960to1969] 
      ,[DtBuilt1970to1979] 
      ,[DtBuilt1980to1989] 
      ,[DtBuilt1990to1999] 
      ,[DtBuilt2000to2006] 
      ,[DtBuilt2007to2013] 
      ,[DetachedHorB] 
      ,[SemiDetachedHorB] 
      ,[FlatorMPB] 
      ,[FlatorMConvert] 
      ,[GarageSingle] 
      ,[GarageDouble] 
      ,[GarageParkSpace] 
      ,[Quarter2] 
      ,[Quarter3] 
      ,[Quarter4] 
      ,[oseast] 
      ,[osnorth] 
  FROM [HousePricesPredict].[dbo].[London07_RPv2_20140223] 
 
 
GO 

 

Repeat above SQL code to produce a distinct view for 2008 data 
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Step 3 for years 2007 and 2008 (2008 code shown below) Multiply prediction 

coefficients by actual values of data to produce a view with original value of 

lnpurchase, predicted values for each quarter and the prediction coefficients 

USE [HousePricesPredict] 
GO 
 
create view [dbo].[NWLondon08Predictrpv1] 
as 
select  
nws.id 
,lnpurchase 
,rpd08.Intercept + (nws.floorsz * rpd08.floorsz)  
+ (nws.bedrooms * rpd08.bedrooms)  
+ (nws.Bathroom2ormore * rpd08.Bathroom2ormore)  
+ (nws.DetachedHorB * rpd08.DetachedHorB) 
+ (nws.NewPropertyYes * rpd08.NewPropertyYes) 
+ (nws.FlatorMConvert * rpd08.FlatorMConvert)  
+ (nws.FlatorMPB * rpd08.FlatorMPB )  
+ (nws.SemiDetachedHorB * rpd08.SemiDetachedHorB) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1900to1929 * rpd08.DtBuilt1900to1929) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1930to1939 * rpd08.DtBuilt1930to1939)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1940to1959 * rpd08.DtBuilt1940to1959)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1960to1969 * rpd08.DtBuilt1960to1969) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1970to1979 * rpd08.DtBuilt1970to1979) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1980to1989 * rpd08.DtBuilt1980to1989)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1990to1999 * rpd08.DtBuilt1990to1999) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt2000to2006 * rpd08.DtBuilt2000to2006) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt2007to2013 * rpd08.DtBuilt2007to2013) 
+ (nws.GarageSingle * rpd08.GarageSingle) 
+ (nws.GarageDouble * rpd08.GarageDouble) 
+ (nws.GarageParkSpace * rpd08.GarageParkSpace) as PREDlnpurchase08Q1 
 
,rpd08.Intercept + (nws.floorsz * rpd08.floorsz)  
+ (nws.bedrooms * rpd08.bedrooms)  
+ (nws.Bathroom2ormore * rpd08.Bathroom2ormore)  
+ (nws.DetachedHorB * rpd08.DetachedHorB) 
+ (nws.NewPropertyYes * rpd08.NewPropertyYes) 
+ (nws.FlatorMConvert * rpd08.FlatorMConvert)  
+ (nws.FlatorMPB * rpd08.FlatorMPB )  
+ (nws.SemiDetachedHorB * rpd08.SemiDetachedHorB) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1900to1929 * rpd08.DtBuilt1900to1929) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1930to1939 * rpd08.DtBuilt1930to1939)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1940to1959 * rpd08.DtBuilt1940to1959)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1960to1969 * rpd08.DtBuilt1960to1969) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1970to1979 * rpd08.DtBuilt1970to1979) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1980to1989 * rpd08.DtBuilt1980to1989)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1990to1999 * rpd08.DtBuilt1990to1999) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt2000to2006 * rpd08.DtBuilt2000to2006) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt2007to2013 * rpd08.DtBuilt2007to2013) 
+ (nws.GarageSingle * rpd08.GarageSingle) 
+ (nws.GarageDouble * rpd08.GarageDouble) 
+ (nws.GarageParkSpace * rpd08.GarageParkSpace) 
+ rpd08.Quarter2 as PREDlnpurchase08Q2 
 
,rpd08.Intercept + (nws.floorsz * rpd08.floorsz)  
+ (nws.bedrooms * rpd08.bedrooms)  
+ (nws.Bathroom2ormore * rpd08.Bathroom2ormore)  
+ (nws.DetachedHorB * rpd08.DetachedHorB) 
+ (nws.NewPropertyYes * rpd08.NewPropertyYes) 
+ (nws.FlatorMConvert * rpd08.FlatorMConvert)  
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+ (nws.FlatorMPB * rpd08.FlatorMPB )  
+ (nws.SemiDetachedHorB * rpd08.SemiDetachedHorB) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1900to1929 * rpd08.DtBuilt1900to1929) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1930to1939 * rpd08.DtBuilt1930to1939)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1940to1959 * rpd08.DtBuilt1940to1959)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1960to1969 * rpd08.DtBuilt1960to1969) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1970to1979 * rpd08.DtBuilt1970to1979) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1980to1989 * rpd08.DtBuilt1980to1989)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1990to1999 * rpd08.DtBuilt1990to1999) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt2000to2006 * rpd08.DtBuilt2000to2006) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt2007to2013 * rpd08.DtBuilt2007to2013) 
+ (nws.GarageSingle * rpd08.GarageSingle) 
+ (nws.GarageDouble * rpd08.GarageDouble) 
+ (nws.GarageParkSpace * rpd08.GarageParkSpace) 
+ rpd08.Quarter3 as PREDlnpurchase08Q3 
 
,rpd08.Intercept + (nws.floorsz * rpd08.floorsz)  
+ (nws.bedrooms * rpd08.bedrooms)  
+ (nws.Bathroom2ormore * rpd08.Bathroom2ormore)  
+ (nws.DetachedHorB * rpd08.DetachedHorB) 
+ (nws.NewPropertyYes * rpd08.NewPropertyYes) 
+ (nws.FlatorMConvert * rpd08.FlatorMConvert)  
+ (nws.FlatorMPB * rpd08.FlatorMPB )  
+ (nws.SemiDetachedHorB * rpd08.SemiDetachedHorB) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1900to1929 * rpd08.DtBuilt1900to1929) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1930to1939 * rpd08.DtBuilt1930to1939)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1940to1959 * rpd08.DtBuilt1940to1959)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1960to1969 * rpd08.DtBuilt1960to1969) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1970to1979 * rpd08.DtBuilt1970to1979) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt1980to1989 * rpd08.DtBuilt1980to1989)  
+ (nws.DtBuilt1990to1999 * rpd08.DtBuilt1990to1999) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt2000to2006 * rpd08.DtBuilt2000to2006) 
+ (nws.DtBuilt2007to2013 * rpd08.DtBuilt2007to2013) 
+ (nws.GarageSingle * rpd08.GarageSingle) 
+ (nws.GarageDouble * rpd08.GarageDouble) 
+ (nws.GarageParkSpace * rpd08.GarageParkSpace) 
+ rpd08.Quarter4 as PREDlnpurchase08Q4 
,rpd08.Intercept 
,(nws.floorsz * rpd08.floorsz) as fllorszpred 
,(nws.bedrooms * rpd08.bedrooms) as bedroompred 
,(nws.Bathroom2ormore * rpd08.Bathroom2ormore) as bathroom2ormorepred 
,(nws.DetachedHorB * rpd08.DetachedHorB) as DetachedHouseorBpred 
,(nws.NewPropertyYes * rpd08.NewPropertyYes) as NewPropertyyespred 
, (nws.FlatorMConvert * rpd08.FlatorMConvert) as FlatorMConvertpred 
,(nws.FlatorMPB * rpd08.FlatorMPB ) as FlatorMPBpred 
, (nws.SemiDetachedHorB * rpd08.SemiDetachedHorB) as  SemiDetachedHorBpred 
,(nws.DtBuilt1900to1929 * rpd08.DtBuilt1900to1929) as DtBuilt1900to1929pred 
,(nws.DtBuilt1930to1939 * rpd08.DtBuilt1930to1939) as DtBuilt1930to1939pred 
,(nws.DtBuilt1940to1959 * rpd08.DtBuilt1940to1959) as DtBuilt1940to1959pred 
, (nws.DtBuilt1960to1969 * rpd08.DtBuilt1960to1969) as DtBuilt1960to1969pred 
, (nws.DtBuilt1970to1979 * rpd08.DtBuilt1970to1979) as DtBuilt1970to1979pred 
, (nws.DtBuilt1980to1989 * rpd08.DtBuilt1980to1989) as DtBuilt1980to1989pred 
, (nws.DtBuilt1990to1999 * rpd08.DtBuilt1990to1999) as DtBuilt1990to1999pred 
, (nws.DtBuilt2000to2006 * rpd08.DtBuilt2000to2006) as DtBuilt2000to2006pred 
, (nws.DtBuilt2007to2013 * rpd08.DtBuilt2007to2013) as DtBuilt2007to2013pred 
, (nws.GarageSingle * rpd08.GarageSingle) as GarageSinglepred 
, (nws.GarageDouble * rpd08.GarageDouble) as GarageDoublepred 
, (nws.GarageParkSpace * rpd08.GarageParkSpace) as GarageParkSpacepred 
, (nws.Quarter2 * rpd08.Quarter2 ) as Quarter2pred 
, (nws.Quarter3 * rpd08.Quarter3) as Quarter3pred 
, (nws.Quarter4 * rpd08.Quarter4) as Quarter4pred 
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from 
HousePrices.dbo.LondonNWLocforModel as nws 
inner join HousePricesPredict.dbo.LondonRPFullModel2008Distinct as rpd08 on 
rpd08.oseast = nws.oseast and rpd08.osnorth = nws.osnorth 
 
 
 
 
GO 

 

Example out put with first 5 rows and first 9 columns shown below 

 

 

 

Step 4 - Exponentiate the logged values to give actual purchase values for both 

2007 and 2008  

Code for 2008 data shown 

USE [HousePricesPredict] 
GO 
 
create view [dbo].[NWLondon08pred1550] 
as 
select nwp08.id 
,nwyq.YearQuarterFs 
,nwp08.lnpurchase 
,exp(nwp08.lnpurchase) as purchasealog 
,nwpcd.purchase 
,nwp08.PREDlnpurchase08Q1 
,exp(nwp08.PREDlnpurchase08Q1) as PREDpurchase08Q1 
,nwp08.PREDlnpurchase08Q2 
,exp(nwp08.PREDlnpurchase08Q2) as PREDpurchase08Q2 
,nwp08.PREDlnpurchase08Q3 
,exp(nwp08.PREDlnpurchase08Q3) as PREDpurchase08Q3 
,nwp08.PREDlnpurchase08Q4 
,exp(nwp08.PREDlnpurchase08Q1) as PREDpurchase08Q4 
from HousePricesPredict.dbo.NWLondon08Predictrpv1 as nwp08 
join HousePrices.dbo.NWAll_OnsUKP_Detail as nwpcd on nwpcd.ID = nwp08.id 
join HousePrices.dbo.NWYearQuarter as nwyq on nwyq.id = nwp08.id 
; 
GO 
 

Example output first 5 rows – columns 1-7 

 

id lnpurchase PREDlnpurchase08Q1 PREDlnpurchase08Q2 PREDlnpurchase08Q3 PREDlnpurchase08Q4 Intercept fllorszpred bedroompred bathroom2ormorepred

141917 12.67607627 12.63090412 12.60019007 12.53152907 12.47331177 11.77599262 0.638251994 0.138684224 0.019238907

75850 12.64754819 12.62633116 12.59570874 12.52699297 12.46876658 11.77571226 0.671515404 0.138769976 0.019218048

76444 12.3327053 12.53218119 12.48942296 12.42732272 12.37362453 11.84631206 0.56325071 0.126400271 0

76445 12.34583459 12.43109871 12.38775411 12.32612371 12.27255294 11.84907765 0.60001194 0.125857985 0.007606149

28144 12.4292122 12.49169353 12.41466979 12.41891361 12.33289008 12.1094376 0.556906545 0.141792426 0

id YearQuarterFs lnpurchase purchasealog purchase PREDlnpurchase08Q1 PREDpurchase08Q1

141917 Y8Q1 12.67607627 320000 320000 12.63090412 305866.5337

75850 Y7Q1 12.64754819 311000 311000 12.62633116 304471.0107

76444 Y7Q2 12.3327053 227000 227000 12.53218119 277113.1518

76445 Y7Q2 12.34583459 230000 230000 12.43109871 250471.0715

28144 Y7Q1 12.4292122 249999 249999 12.49169353 266117.5816
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Example output first 5 rows – columns 8-end 

 
 

Step 5: Calculate the House Price Inflation between years 2007 and 2008(e.g. 

(2008Q1 -2007Q1) /2007Q1) – join this to original Nationwide data postcode and 

unique ID 

 
USE [HousePricesPredict] 
GO 
 
create view [dbo].[LondonHousePriceInflate0708] 
as 
 
select  
nw.ID 
,nw.postcode 
,lpred08.id as idp08 
,lpred07.id as idp07 
,((lpred08.PREDpurchase08Q1-
lpred07.PREDpurchase07Q1)/lpred07.PREDpurchase07Q1) as hpi0807Q1 
,((lpred08.PREDpurchase08Q2-lpred07.PREDpurchase07Q2)/PREDpurchase07Q2)as 
hpi0807Q2 
,((lpred08.PREDpurchase08Q3-lpred07.PREDpurchase07Q3)/PREDpurchase07Q3) as 
hpi0807Q3 
,((lpred08.PREDpurchase08Q4-lpred07.PREDpurchase07Q4)/PREDpurchase07Q4) as 
hpi0807Q4 
from  
HousePrices.dbo.NwAllfromAccess as nw 
inner join HousePricesPredict.dbo.NWLondon07pred1550 as lpred07 on nw.ID = 
lpred07.id 
inner join HousePricesPredict.dbo.NWLondon08pred1550 as lpred08 on nw.ID = 
lpred08.id 
; 
 
GO 
 

Output as follows:- first 10 records shown:- 

 

 
 

PREDlnpurchase08Q2 PREDpurchase08Q2 PREDlnpurchase08Q3 PREDpurchase08Q3 PREDlnpurchase08Q4 PREDpurchase08Q4

12.60019007 296614.9382 12.53152907 276932.4993 12.47331177 305866.5337

12.59570874 295288.6813 12.52699297 275679.1496 12.46876658 304471.0107

12.48942296 265514.0308 12.42732272 249527.0788 12.37362453 277113.1518

12.38775411 239846.4268 12.32612371 225510.8857 12.27255294 250471.0715

12.41466979 246389.7211 12.41891361 247437.5758 12.33289008 266117.5816

ID postcode idp08 idp07 hpi0807Q1 hpi0807Q2 hpi0807Q3 hpi0807Q4

269334 DA8  2NH 269334 269334 0.369269845 0.333299271 0.165783573 0.369269845

22718 DA8  2NH 22718 22718 0.20962164 0.177845008 0.02986058 0.20962164

22038 DA1  4LR 22038 22038 0.258601315 0.219845456 0.073092658 0.258601315

22039 DA1  4NL 22039 22039 0.23529074 0.196709846 0.052737084 0.23529074

22714 DA8  2HD 22714 22714 0.194764741 0.162170771 0.016388622 0.194764741

22715 DA8  2HF 22715 22715 0.268392799 0.234494317 0.079036032 0.268392799

22030 DA1  4AB 22030 22030 0.324154089 0.280633598 0.128922619 0.324154089

22035 DA1  4JZ 22035 22035 0.274468126 0.232442434 0.085510537 0.274468126

22036 DA1  4JZ 22036 22036 0.267240721 0.225453353 0.079354696 0.267240721

22040 DA1  4NW 22040 22040 0.286901503 0.245378538 0.096286617 0.286901503
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Step 6 Repeat for predicted data at regression points for years 2009 to 2012, 

calculating house price inflation for 2009 (compared with 2008), appending onto 

the sql code in Step 5 above 

 

From step 6 a substitution lattice for each dwelling can be calculated  
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Appendix 4 - Example Logistic Regression Output and varying coefficients plots 

produced with Geoda 

This example logistic regression examines why some neighbourhoods in Glasgow 

may have higher levels of vandalism than others using data on Intermediate 

Geographies  from Scottish Neighbourhood Statistics  

The model used is as follows:- 

LM1 <- VNDHIGH ~ POPPERC101 + POPPERC161 + POPPERC202 + 

PERCJSA162 + VIOLENCEPP + BUSCRIMEAT + EDUTARIFAL + 

SCHOOLATTE + MEDIANINCO  

VNDHIGH – y observations – YOBS – 

25 areas where Vandalism per hectare is 2 or more times the area average, Value set 

to 1 – otherwise values set to 0. Vandalism is the SIMD Crime definition of 

vandalism – Police recorded crimes 2007/8 FigureA4.1 

 

Figure A4.1 Areas with over 2 times the area average of Vandalsim per unit 

area – labelled as 1 and shaded in blue 
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Explanatory Variables – from sns.gov.uk 

POPPERC101 – Percentage of population aged 10 – 15 Mid-Year estimate 2007 

POPPERC161 –Percentage of population aged 16-19 2007 

POPPERC202 – Percentage of population aged 20-24 2007 

PERCJSA162 – percentage population aged 16-24 receiving Job Seekers Allowance 

2007Q2 

VIOLENCEPP – Violence per 10,000 population (SIMD crimes) 2007/8 

BUSCRIMEAT  - Businesses per hectare which may be crime attractors (wholesale, 

repair and retail, food and accommodation, arts, entertainment and recreation – note 

Rounded to nearest 5 and summed) 2008(IDBR) 

EDUTARIFAL – Education tariff score all pupils S6 2007/8 – High is good 

SCHOOLATTE – School Attendance levels 2007/8– High is good 

MEDIANINCO – Income estimates 2008/9  

R code and Regression outputs 

GLM.1 <- glm(LRM1 ,family=binomial(logit), 

data=GlIGCrimeLRT) 

summary(GLM.1) 

Call: 

glm(formula = LRM1, family = binomial(logit), data = 

GlIGCrimeLRT) 

Deviance Residuals:  

     Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   

-1.85648  -0.47839  -0.28930  -0.09131   2.62203  

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 

 Null deviance: 128.549  on 132  degrees of freedom 

Residual deviance:  80.005  on 123  degrees of freedom 

AIC: 100.01  
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Coefficients: 

             Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     

(Intercept) 16.421735  14.485568   1.134 0.256936     

POPPERC101   0.212510   0.256653   0.828 0.407669     

POPPERC161  -0.105060   0.242554  -0.433 0.664913     

POPPERC202   0.008035   0.126972   0.063 0.949545     

PERCJSA162   0.123297   0.177792   0.693 0.488003     

VIOLENCEPP  -0.017488   0.010388  -1.683 0.092286 .   

BUSCRIMEAT   3.426042   0.989045   3.464 0.000532 *** 

EDUTARIFAL  -0.007605   0.004951  -1.536 0.124513     

SCHOOLATTE  -0.169089   0.157899  -1.071 0.284228     

MEDIANINCO  -0.007366   0.009490  -0.776 0.437608     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 

‘ ’ 1 
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GWR Output 

 
 
   *****************************************************************
****** 
   *          Results of Geographically Weighted Regression         
     * 
   *****************************************************************
****** 
 
   *********************Model calibration information***************
****** 
   Kernel function: bisquare  
   Adaptive bandwidth: 130 (number of nearest neighbours) 
   Regression points: the same locations as observations are used. 
   Distance metric: A distance matrix is specified for this model ca
libration. 
 
   ************Summary of Generalized GWR coefficient estimates:****
****** 
                    Min.    1st Qu.     Median    3rd Qu.    Max. 
   Intercept   2.4380000 13.7700000 22.2700000 32.5900000 45.2100 
   POPPERC101  0.0586500  0.1075000  0.1258000  0.2099000  0.2999 
   POPPERC161 -0.2345000 -0.1480000 -0.0278200  0.0762700  0.1297 
   POPPERC202 -0.0215100 -0.0113400 -0.0006878  0.0103500  0.0254 
   PERCJSA162  0.0867000  0.1109000  0.1269000  0.1877000  0.2725 
   VIOLENCEPP -0.0290400 -0.0223800 -0.0171300 -0.0129400 -0.0103 
   BUSCRIMEAT  2.7850000  2.9450000  3.0650000  3.5000000  4.0540 
   EDUTARIFAL -0.0111400 -0.0089930 -0.0066010 -0.0045550 -0.0017 
   SCHOOLATTE -0.5485000 -0.3906000 -0.2425000 -0.1428000 -0.0029 
   MEDIANINCO -0.0094640 -0.0060000 -0.0027730 -0.0003815  0.0008 
   ************************Diagnostic information*******************
****** 
   Number of data points: 133  
   Effective degrees of freedom (n-2trace(S) + trace(S'S)): 128.3341
  
   AICc : 75.14568  
   Residual sum of squares: 10.42945  
   R-square value:  0.4862531  
   Adjusted R-square value:  0.4674278  
 
   *****************************************************************
****** 
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Although the optimal bandwidth takes in almost all sample data (130 points out of 

133 are used for each local regression), and produces some improvement in AIC 

from 100 to 75, it still produces significant spatially varying coefficients which are 

mapped in the images below. This suggests that even where GWR models do not 

improve prediction accuracy they still may be useful exploratory tools. 

 

Figure 4A.2 – Spatial Variation in the coefficient for violence 

 

Figure 4A.3 – Spatial Variation in the coefficient for Education Tariff 
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Figure 4A.4 – Spatial Variation in the coefficient for Business Crime Attractors 

 

Figure 4A.5 –Brushing and linking the highest value coefficients for crime 

attractors alongside spatially varying coefficients for Violence and Education 

Tariff 

 


